
From local manufacturer of printed circuit card to global
electronic producer in one year. Our group of companies are
now changing name to NOTE.

Increased global efforts increased turnover with 63 percent in one year,
company acquisitions and new started subsidiaries. The development
for the electronic producer NOTE are pointing upwards.

The head of the NOTE group (former Norrtelje) motivates the change of
name:
"We like to show a clear picture to our surroundings. After one year when
companies has been acquired and recently founded there are many good
reasons to create a mutual profile."

The global effort has been a success. NOTE are today represented in Brazil,
India, China, Germany and USA, more countries are about to join in, why the
group has decided to change to a name that is more international, President
Sten Dybeck continues.

NOTE AB is the holding company of the group of companies. Within the group
there are three electronic producing companies: NOTE Norrtelje AB (former
Norrtelje Elektronik AB) with 230 employees, NOTE Torsby AB (former
Norrtelje EMS Provider i Torsby AB) with 85 employees and NOTE Gdansk
Sp z o.o. (former EuroSupply Central Europe Sp z o.o.) that co-ordinates the
groups Central European electronic production with slightly more than 1000
employees. Furthermore the group has been increased with two new started
companies:
NOTE Components AB that co-ordinates purchasing of components all over
the world and NOTE Development that among other things are extending the
global network of the group of companies.

The group has today a turnover of SEK 500 m. The share is quoted at
Roslagens Sparbank in Norrtaelje and an introduction to the Stockholm Stock
Exchange are planned for year 2005 at the latest.

For more information please contact
President Sten Dybeck on tel.: 0046 176 799 10 or
information responsible Caroline Nord, tel.: 0046 176 799 02
or 0046 708 44 55 92


